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The carbon market is a crucial market-oriented tool in achieving carbon

neutrality and has been adopted by many countries and regions. China has

established a policy system covering eight carbon trading pilots since 2013 and

has implemented effective practices. Despite the evaluation of the carbon

markets at the national level, few studies identified the carbon emission

reduction effect for a specific region or assessed the differentiated

characteristics that may significantly impact the development of the carbon

market. This study took the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei (BTH) region as the research

sample and aimed to estimate the carbon emission reduction effect of the

carbon market by using a difference-in-differences approach. Our findings

suggested that the carbon market in the BTH region effectively reduced its

carbon intensity by 14.04%. Our estimations were robust after using a

winsorization panel or establishing a new control group. Furthermore, the

results also indicated that the carbon market’s effect on reducing carbon

intensity differs across cities and shows an increasing trend yearly. Relevant

recommendations for promoting carbon trading policies were proposed.
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1 Introduction

Carbon emission trading is an essential economicmeans of achieving carbon emission

reduction targets (Dai et al., 2018). At present, many countries and regions have

established carbon emission trading systems. The European Union officially launched

a carbon market in 2005 and became the first region to use market mechanisms to

implement the Paris Agreement’s carbon reduction targets (Redmond and Convery, 2015;

Bayer and Aklin, 2020). California’s cap-and-trade system is one of the largest multi-

sectoral emissions trading systems and aims tomeet California’s ambitious goals to reduce

greenhouse gas emissions (Hu and Chen, 2019; Xu and Hobbs, 2021). Additionally,

carbon markets in New Zealand (Rontard and Hernández, 2022) and Swiss (Qi and

Weng, 2016) are also developing rapidly and have become important policy instruments

for carbon reduction.
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In China, carbon trading has been ongoing for many years.

China’s carbon trading policy was established under the

framework of the carbon emission reduction policy. In

December 2009, China made great efforts to promote the

adoption of the Copenhagen Accord at the Climate Change

Conference, which proposed that China will reduce its carbon

intensity by 40–45% from the 2005 level by 2020. The Chinese

government has adopted measures to achieve the carbon

reduction target, including decomposition and assessment of

carbon intensity targets, compilation of national greenhouse

gas inventories, and a carbon trading policy. Among these

policies, carbon trading is a market-oriented policy that

allocates carbon quotas to enterprises and trades based on

market demand and supply. China’s carbon trading policy

starts with establishing carbon trading pilots. The earliest

carbon trading pilots began in Shenzhen, Beijing, Shanghai,

Tianjin, Guangdong, Hubei, and Chongqing. After several

years of trading practices, Fujian became the eighth carbon

trading pilot in 2016 (Liu et al., 2019). Overall, China’s

carbon trading pilots have three distinguishing characteristics.

First, the carbon trading pilots are fragmented rather than

unified. Because each carbon trading pilot is distributed in

different regions, it objectively causes spatial and operational

separation between carbon markets. Second, the vitality of

regional carbon trading pilots is different, which is usually

related to the level of local economic development. It has

been proved that carbon trading pilots in Shenzhen, Shanghai,

Guangdong, and Beijing are more active due to the higher

economic growth. Furthermore, the regional carbon trading

pilots have accumulated rich experience establishing the

national carbon market. In July 2021, China launched a

nationwide carbon emission trading market in the power

generation sector after the practices of regional carbon trading

pilots (Zhu et al., 2022). Therefore, China has formed a carbon

trading policy system consisting of a national carbon market in

the power generation sector and eight carbon trading pilots.

Despite the accelerating development of the national carbon

market, regional carbon trading pilots still play a crucial role in

the carbon trading policy system. China’s regional carbon trading

volume and turnover are on the rise. According to the Wind

Database, the pilots’ total carbon trading volumes rose from

0.3 million tons in 2013 to 43.4 million tons in 2020. Accordingly,

the carbon trading turnover increased from 20.47 million tons in

2013 to 1,266.84 million Chinese currency Yuan (hereafter,

CNY) in 2020. Consequently, the carbon trading volume and

turnover from 2013 to 2020 accumulated to 237.2 million tons

and 5,744.66 million CNY, respectively. These figures indicate

that regional carbon trading pilots have become an increasingly

crucial market-oriented policy tool and will continue to promote

carbon emission reduction.

Some fascinating studies have analyzed the reduction effect

of carbon trading policies (Munnings et al., 2016; Zhou et al.,

2019; Xuan et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2022). Most previous studies

focused on investigating carbon markets’ impact on reducing

carbon emissions in all pilots. These studies provide an overall

assessment of the carbon trading policy in China but did not

explore specific regions, leading to an unclear identification of

carbon trading pilots’ characteristics. However, the carbon

market characteristics differ across cities due to the significant

differences in economic development, population size, and

industrial structure among cities. Therefore, it is urgent to

carry out relevant studies on specific regions to supplement

the research deficiencies.

This study mainly aims at identifying the carbon emission

reduction effect in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei (BTH) region,

focusing on solving the following research problems: Does the

carbon trading policy effectively reduce carbon intensity in the

BTH region? Are there any differences between different cities

and years if the reduction effect exists? The analysis focusing on

the BTH region is valuable in research. The BTH region consists

of two municipalities (Beijing and Tianjin) and one province

(Hebei) and has become a major national strategic development

area (As shown in Figure 1). As a significant economic growth

pole in northern China, the BTH region assumes an important

economic role. The political, economic, and social characteristics

in the BTH region are different among cities, which complicates

the implementation of the carbon trading policy. For example,

Beijing’s GDP and population are the highest among these cities,

with a GDP of 3,610.26 billion CNY and a population of

21.89 million (Figure 2A). Furthermore, the proportion of the

BTH region’s GDP to total GDP at 8.59% (Figure 2B), and the

population proportion at 7.82% (Figure 2C).

To comprehensively solve the research problems, we

constructed a quasi-natural experiment by comparing the

adoption of the policy between a treatment and a control

group. Using a difference-in-differences model (DID), we

explored whether the carbon trading policy in the BTH region

affects carbon intensity. We employed a series of robustness tests

to verify the reliability of the results. Furthermore, we examined

the potential heterogeneous effects across cities over the years

and provided policy implications to promote the regional carbon

trading policy.

The remainder of this study is organized as follows: Section 2

provides a literature review, Section 3 describes the methodology

and data, Section 4 provides the main results, Section 5 discusses

the findings, and Section 6 concludes and provides policy

implications.

2 Literature review

The carbon trading policy has been widely investigated.

Scholars conducted multi-dimensional discussions about

carbon markets. The carbon market is a market-oriented

policy tool in some countries and regions. Some studies have

summarized the main characteristics of marketization
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mechanisms, including the contents of carbon quota allocation,

carbon price, and carbon finance. As the carbon market

continues to grow, some studies evaluated the efficiency of the

carbon market, providing some findings for showing the

maturity of the carbon market. Since the essence of the

carbon market is to promote carbon mitigation, a growing

number of studies focused on estimating the reduction

effectiveness of carbon trading policy. These studies used

econometric approaches and compared the carbon trading

intervention on carbon emissions between different policy

groups. Overall, the relevant research concerning carbon

trading policy can be summarized in three aspects as follows:

FIGURE 1
The geographical distribution of the treatment and control groups. Data sources: National administrative division information inquiry platform.
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First, some studies focused on introducing the main

characteristics of carbon trading policy. Since the European

Union (EU) carbon market has been developing for many

years and has formed a relatively mature market system, some

studies reviewed the characteristics of the EU carbon market.

Some studies observed the carbon trading behaviors of the

emitting enterprises, assessing the interactions between carbon

trading behaviors and carbon price in the EU market (Bayer and

Aklin, 2020). For the market design, some studies revealed the

initial allocation rules, permits price, spatial and temporal limits,

and correlation between clean development mechanisms and the

carbon market in the EU (Chevallier, 2011). To assess the

maturity of the carbon market, some studies applied

comprehensive criteria to identify the maturity degree and

found the EU carbon market was currently the most mature

carbon trading market (Zhang et al., 2019).

As China actively promotes developing carbon markets,

some scholars reviewed the developing process of China’s

carbon markets and analyzed the opportunities and challenges

of promoting the carbon market (Liu et al., 2015; Weng and Xu,

2018). In terms of specific research on the carbon market,

researchers have carried out studies from different

dimensions. Some studies focused on the analysis of how to

allocate carbon emission allowances. They compared the

advantages and disadvantages of benchmark, grandfathering,

and other methods (Zhang et al., 2014; Liao et al., 2015;

Wang et al., 2019) and evaluated the regional and sectoral

impacts (Yu et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Peng et al., 2021).

Most studies on carbon pricing concluded that the carbon price is

a crucial instrument in guiding enterprises’ behaviors

(Narassimhan et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2019; Lu et al., 2020),

and the level of the carbon price is highly correlated with carbon

emissions reduction (Fang et al., 2018; Tvinnereim and Mehling,

2018; Lin and Jia, 2019). These studies described China’s regional

carbon markets and how they evolved into an integrated national

carbon market. Based on the characteristics of carbon markets,

previous studies have proved that developing carbon markets is

theoretically and practically possible and has been an effective

environmental policy to help realize the target of carbon

emissions in China.

Second, some studies evaluated the efficiency of carbon

markets. To estimate the developing level of carbon markets,

researchers proposed an entropy-based TOPSIS model to

measure the maturity of the carbon market. They concluded

that the overall maturity of China’s pilot carbon markets is

relatively low, and there are apparent differences in maturities

among the seven pilot carbon markets (Liu et al., 2019). Most

studies directly evaluated the efficiency of China’s carbonmarket.

For example, some studies used the DEA method (Zhang W.

et al., 2020) and the multifractal detrended fluctuation technique

(Fan et al., 2019) to measure market efficiency. Based on the DEA

model, their results suggest that the overall efficiency of China’s

carbon trading pilots increases annually and shows regional

differences. More specifically, in 2015 and 2016, the carbon

markets in Guangdong and Shenzhen gradually matured,

while the markets in Shanghai and Chongqing did not reach

FIGURE 2
TheGDP and population description of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region. Note: (A) shows theGDP and population of cities in the BTH region; (B)
indicates the proportion of the BTH region’s GDP in the nation; (C) provides the proportion of the BTH region’s population in the nation. Data
sources: Wind database.
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efficiency standards (Zhang W. et al., 2020). Furthermore, fewer

researchers focused on a specific carbon market, such as the

Hubei market, to detect market efficiency using a wild

bootstrapping variance ratio test. Their findings indicate that

the market efficiency for 2014–2020 in the Hubei pilot is around

0.3951, less than 1, suggesting a weak status of carbon market

efficiency (Chen et al., 2021).

The third category investigated the reduction effect of

China’s carbon trading policy. Concerning the primary target

of reducing carbon emissions, some researchers examined

whether the carbon market promotes carbon mitigation. Some

research focuses on estimating the reduction effect of carbon

trading pilots in China. Their studies commonly used a DID

model to compare the policy group (treatment) and the non-

policy group (control). Most of the research concluded that the

carbon market is an efficient carbon mitigation way (Jotzo et al.,

2018; Dong et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2019; Chai et al., 2022). In the

background of achieving carbon neutrality, some scholars

proposed that the carbon trading policy has a significant and

sustainable impact on achieving carbon neutrality (Wang et al.,

2022). As the development level of carbon trading is highly

correlated with carbon reduction costs, some studies focused on

assessing the economic costs of carbon trading policies (Newell

et al., 2014; Fan et al., 2016; Qi and Weng, 2016). Some of these

studies used a multi-regional Computable General Equilibrium

(CGE) model to examine the impact of the national carbon

market on regional economics. Their findings suggested that the

national carbon market can effectively reduce economic costs by

improving welfare and reducing regional economic disparity.

Furthermore, some studies assessed the effects of carbon

emissions reduction from an enterprise perspective. Based on a

quasi-natural experiment, some studies comprehensively assessed

China’s regional carbon trading policy on firm carbon emissions.

Their findings suggested that the regional carbon trading policy

effectively reduced a 16.7% reduction in total carbon emissions and

a 9.7% reduction in carbon intensity for firms (Cui et al., 2021).

Compared with China’s carbon markets, the EU carbon market

has been widely investigated by studies. Some scholars used firm-

level trading datasets to observe the causal impact of EU carbon

trading on carbon emissions and found that the carbon trading

policy in the EU has a slight improvement in carbon intensity

(Jaraite-Kažukauske and Di Maria, 2016). Most studies supported

that the carbon trading policy positively impacts firms’ behaviors:

management, transaction, and technology (Cao et al., 2021; Li

et al., 2021).

In general, scholars have carried out a lot of research on

carbon markets. These studies provided insightful evidence for

policymakers to develop carbon markets and offer valuable

references for academic research. However, the current

research on China’s carbon market mainly analyzes the

reduction impact from the perspective of the overall carbon

markets. Furthermore, few studies focus on a specific region

for targeted research. This may lead to insufficient identification

of the differential characteristics of regional carbon markets.

3 Methodology and data

3.1 Methodology

We constructed a DID approach to estimate the carbon

markets’ effect on reducing carbon intensity. The DID model

is an efficient method for identifying causal effects in research.

The DID model has been widely used in econometric analyses

and is an efficient approach for assessing the impact of a specific

policy. The basic specification of the DID model was to set the

treatment and control groups in a quasi-natural experiment.

Rather than other characteristics, the policy is the primary

intervention that causes differences between the treatment and

control groups (Arnold et al., 2010). The advantage of this

approach is that it can estimate the effect of a specific

intervention or treatment by comparing changes in outcomes

over time. Many scholars used the DID method to investigate

China’s clean winter heating policy (Weng et al., 2021; Weng

et al., 2022) and air pollution control policy (He et al., 2020;

Zhang et al., 2021).

Based on the characteristics of China’s carbon markets, we

constructed a quasi-natural experiment for the Beijing-Tianjin-

Hebei (BTH) region. In the DID model, we set cities that

implemented the carbon trading policy as a treatment group

while cities that have not implemented the policy as a control

group. Therefore, the model specifications are set as follows:

Yit � α0 + βcetspostit + κXit + γi + ηt + εit (1)

Where i is the cities in the BTH region; t is a year variable ranging

from 2007 to 2018; Yit is the dependent variable of carbon

intensity, which measures the scale and describes the efficiency

of carbon emissions; cetspost is an interaction term that multiplies

cetsi with postt, where cetsi is an indicator variable indicating the

status of a city whether or not it has adopted the carbon trading

policy; postt is a year dummy variable indicating that the postt is

1 during the carbon trading policy period, otherwise, it is 0;Xit is a

series of control variables that may have impacts on carbon

emissions, including the population (pop), the proportion of

secondary industrial added values (secind), number of

industrial firms (indfirm), foreign direct investment (fdi),

energy consumption (engycomp), and fiscal expenditure

(fianexp). Therefore, the coefficient β reports the carbon

market’s effect on carbon intensity. More specifically, if the

coefficient β is statistically negative, the carbon market would

play a crucial role in reducing carbon intensity; otherwise, it would

increase or have no impact on carbon intensity. To minimize the

influence of heteroscedasticity on the results, we took the

logarithmic form of variables.
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Furthermore, we controlled for a series of fixed-effects in the

model. Usually, the fixed-effects models can be summarized into

three types: individual fixed-effects, time fixed-effects, and two-

way (both individual and time) fixed-effects model. In the

individual fixed-effect model, only the unobservable time-

invariant determinants are controlled. In the time fixed-effect

models, only the city trends in different periods are controlled.

The two-way fixed-effects model is the combined effects of the

individual and time fixed-effects models. Therefore, we used a

city-specific fixed effect γi to control for all unobservable time-

invariant determinants of carbon intensity across cities, while we

included a year-fixed effect ηt to control for city trends in carbon

intensity in different periods. The standard errors are clustered at

the city level to control the serial correlation.

3.2 Data sources

We used carbon intensity as a dependent variable, calculated

by coal, natural gas, oil, and electricity consumption for each city

in the BTH region. These energy-related data are drawn from the

City Statistical Yearbook and the official website of each city’s

statistical bureau. Furthermore, we collected yearly data on

population, the proportion of secondary industrial added

values, number of industrial firms, foreign direct investment,

energy consumption, and fiscal expenditure from the City

Statistical Yearbook.

4 Results

4.1 Reduction effect of the carbonmarkets

Table 1 reports the results that the carbon markets may

impact carbon intensity. Column 1) shows the estimation

without including any fixed effects. We found that the carbon

trading policy would cause a reduction of 18.68% in carbon

intensity in the BTH region. In column 2), we included a city

fixed-effect to control unobservable time-invariant determinants

of carbon intensity across cities and found that carbon intensity

decreased by 12.24% after implementing a carbon trading policy.

Furthermore, we included city and year fixed effects in column

3). The results indicate that the carbon trading policy would

considerably reduce the effect with 14.04% in carbon intensity.

These findings suggest that the carbon trading policy in the

BTH region plays a significant role in reducing carbon intensity.

The primary reason for its effectiveness is that it can decrease

carbon abatement costs for enterprises through trading. Once the

demanders with high carbon abatement costs need to purchase

the carbon quota, they would trade with suppliers whose carbon

reduction costs are relatively lower. As a result, demanders and

suppliers would benefit from the trading process. The demanders

can achieve their abatement targets at a low cost, while the

suppliers can obtain additional economic benefits based on their

low-carbon technological innovation. Therefore, the carbon

TABLE 1 Carbon intensity reduction of the carbon markets.

Variable Dep var = carbon
intensity (log) (1)

Dep var = carbon
intensity (log) (2)

Dep var = carbon
intensity (log) (3)

cetspost −0.1868** −0.1224*** −0.1404**

−0.0869 −0.0364 −0.0543

Controls YES YES YES

City fixed effect NO YES YES

Year fixed effect NO NO YES

N 156 156 156

Adjusted R square 0.8251 0.9685 0.9749

Notes: Standard errors are clustered at the city level, with robust standard errors in parentheses. Significant levels: ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1.

FIGURE 3
Parallel trend between treat and control groups.
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trading policy can help reduce carbon reduction costs, yield

enterprises’ financial revenues, and result in considerable

carbon emission reduction.

4.2 Parallel trend test

Figure 3 plots the parallel trend of carbon intensity between the

treat and control groups before and after the carbon trading policy.

The basic assumption of the parallel trend is that there were no

systematic differences between treat and control groups before the

policy. The dashed vertical line in Figure 3 is the year when the

carbon trading policy started. In most years, we found that the

carbon intensity in the treat group tended to be higher than in the

control group. However, carbon intensity in the treat group showed

a more evident decreasing trend after policy implementation,

leading to increasingly narrow differences in carbon intensity

between the treat and control groups. These findings indicate

that the changing trend that the carbon trading policy plays a

prominent role in reducing carbon intensity and the parallel trend

between the treat and control groups is satisfied.

4.3 Robustness test

4.3.1 Winsorization panels
Because extreme values may interfere with the overall

distribution trend of samples, we reported the results of a

winsorization panel in Table 2. We winsorized all variables in

the panel at 1st and 99th percentiles and overwrote the old

variables. Results show that the reduction estimates are stable

compared to the main regression in Table 1. Columns (1)–3)

report the estimations with or without fixed effects. Without any

fixed effects in column (1), the reduction coefficient is 18.38%

showing that the carbon trading policy can significantly reduce

carbon intensity in the BTH region. In columns 2) and (3), the

city and year fixed effects are subsequently added, indicating that

these fixed effects slightly decrease the reduction magnitude with

a decrease of 12.39 and 14.13%, respectively. The results under

the winsorization panels are close to the results in the main

regression, suggesting that our panel data structure is relatively

robust and no significant extreme values interfere with the

results, further indicating the reliability of the main results.

4.3.2 Effect of a new control group
Table 3 shows the robustness test if a new control group is

included. In the baseline regression, we set cities in Hebei

province that have not implemented carbon trading policies as

the control group. Still, if the control group was significantly

different from the treatment group, the results could also be

biased. Therefore, we chose Shijiazhuang, the provincial capital

city with the highest economic development and the largest

concentration of population in Hebei province, as a new

control group. Shijiazhuang has more common features

regarding geography, economy, and politics with the

treatment cities. Columns (1)–3) show the estimations under

different controlled fixed effects. We found that the overall

reduction effect is still maintained, but the fixed effects also

impact the results. Specifically, the regression coefficient in

column 2) is not significant when only the city fixed effect is

controlled but excludes the year fixed effect. This is mainly

because the yearly differences between cities may significantly

affect the carbon intensity, leading to a biased estimation without

controlling for the year fixed-effect. Therefore, we added the year

fixed-effect in the model and found that the coefficient is

statistically significant in column 3) with a reduction of

14.09% when both city and year fixed-effects are included in

the regression. These results provide supporting evidence for

demonstrating the robustness of the baseline regressions.

4.4 Heterogeneity test

4.4.1 Heterogeneous effect of Beijing and Tianjin
Table 4 shows the heterogenous effect across cities. We

used a dummy variable representing Beijing and Tianjin to

TABLE 2 Effect of winsorization panels.

Variable Dep var = carbon
intensity (log) (1)

Dep var = carbon
intensity (log) (2)

Dep var = carbon
intensity (log) (3)

cetspost −0.1838** −0.1239*** −0.1413**

(0.0868) (0.0363) (0.0531)

Controls YES YES YES

City fixed effect NO YES YES

Year fixed effect NO NO YES

N 156 156 156

Adjusted R square 0.8245 0.9692 0.9759

Notes: Standard errors are clustered at the city level, with robust standard errors in parentheses. Significant levels: ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1.
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conduct cross-regression with policy variables. Columns (1)–

3) show the results after controlling for different fixed effects.

In column (3), when controlling for city and year fixed effects,

we found that the reduction effect in Tianjin is slightly higher

than that in Beijing, indicating a reduction of 12.67 and

15.01% in Beijing and Tianjin, respectively. These results

demonstrate that although carbon markets in different

cities significantly reduce carbon intensity, the effects are

different. This is because Beijing is the political center and

has a large economic system, implying more diverse and

flexible means to reduce carbon emissions. In the past

years, Beijing has implemented the toughest-ever air

pollution control policies (Zheng et al., 2017). These

policies not only achieved the goal of air quality

improvement but also played a synergistic effect on carbon

emission reduction (Liu et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2021). With the

intervention of other environmental policies, the role of the

carbon market in reducing carbon intensity in Beijing will be

lower than that in Tianjin.

4.4.2 Heterogeneous effect over the years
Table 5 reports the regression results over the years.

Column 3) shows city control and year-fixed effects

estimates. When controlling for the city fixed effect, we

found that the reduction effects of carbon intensity in the

BTH region are statistically significant, showing an

increasing trend yearly. For example, the reduction effects

of carbon intensity are slightly less than that in the later

years, showing a 6.08, 10.33, and 8.54% reduction in 2013,

2014, and 2015, respectively. In contrast, the reduction

effects are more considerable in 2016, 2017, and 2018,

indicating a reduction of 11.73, 19.57, and 31.13%,

respectively. These intensified reduction effects over the

years suggest that the carbon market in the BTH region is

gradually maturing and playing an increasingly significant

role in reducing carbon emissions. With the continuous

practical development of the carbon market, the

mechanism of the carbon market, such as the mechanism

of carbon quota allocation, information disclosure, price

TABLE 3 Effect of new control group.

Variable Dep var = carbon
intensity (log) (1)

Dep var = carbon
intensity (log) (2)

Dep var = carbon
intensity (log) (3)

cetspost −0.1013* −0.0465 −0.1409**

(0.0539) (0.0718) (0.0158)

Controls YES YES YES

City fixed effect NO YES YES

Year fixed effect NO NO YES

N 36 36 36

Adjusted R square 0.9183 0.9325 0.9129

Notes: Standard errors are clustered at the city level, with robust standard errors in parentheses. Significant levels: ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1.

TABLE 4 Heterogeneous effect of Beijing and Tianjin.

Variable Dep var = carbon
intensity (log) (1)

Dep var = carbon
intensity (log) (2)

Dep var = carbon
intensity (log) (3)

Beijing#cetspost −0.3935*** −0.1255*** −0.1267**

(0.1174) (0.0385) (0.0547)

Tianjin#cetspost −0.0226 −0.1199*** −0.1501**

(0.1067) (0.0365) (0.0574)

Controls YES YES YES

City fixed effect NO YES YES

Year fixed effect NO YES YES

N 156 156 156

Adjusted R square 0.8314 0.9683 0.9747

Notes: Standard errors are clustered at the city level, with robust standard errors in parentheses. Significant levels: ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1.
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guidance, and transaction supervision, has gradually been

established and improved. As a result, the carbon intensity

reduction effect of the carbon market has shown an

increasing trend year by year.

5 Discussion

The carbon trading system is an essential market-based

environmental policy widely used in many countries and

regions. In China, eight carbon trading pilots have been

established since 2013. Numerous studies have investigated

the overall reduction effect of all carbon trading pilots. Still,

few studies focused on a specific region to identify its

characteristics and analyze the effectiveness of carbon

emissions mitigation. Therefore, we constructed a quasi-

natural experiment to examine the carbon emissions

reduction effect in China’s BTH region, considered one of

the most important economic and social development

regions.

Our findings suggest that the carbon trading policy in

the BTH region is effective in reducing carbon intensity.

The results show that the carbon intensity in the BTH

region would decrease by 14.04% when implementing the

carbon trading policy. Our studies are consistent with the

findings in other studies, and the reduction magnitude is

considerable. For example, some studies found that China’s

carbon trading pilots have significantly reduced carbon

intensity, leading to an average annual decline of

approximately 0.026 tons/10,000 yuan in the pilot

provinces (Zhou et al., 2019). Similarly, other studies

used a DID model to test China’s carbon trading pilots’

effect on reducing carbon intensity. Their findings are close

to ours, showing that the carbon intensity in the carbon

trading pilots decreased by 24.85% (Xuan et al., 2020) and

11% (Chai et al., 2022). Most studies focused on evaluating

the effectiveness of the carbon trading policy at the national

level. However, our research takes a specific region of China

into a new perspective. Unlike other carbon trading pilots

(e.g., Shanghai, Guangdong, Hubei, Chongqing, and

Shenzhen), the carbon market in the BTH region has

more policy implications for achieving carbon emission

reduction targets. The BTH region is an essential economic

but most polluted (Wu et al., 2015) and a substantial source

of carbon emissions (Zhou et al., 2021) in China, but the

existing studies have not fully identified the role of carbon

trading policy in the BTH region in reducing carbon

emissions. As a result, researchers and policymakers did

not prove the effectiveness and appropriateness of the

carbon market in the BTH region. In the background of

achieving carbon neutrality, promoting regional carbon

emission reduction becomes more urgent and

meaningful. Therefore, our analysis provides evidence

that the BTH region’s carbon trading policy has yielded

considerable reduction benefits. These findings further

prove the importance of developing a regional carbon

trading system.

Our results can be compared with those studies focused

on the industrial level. For example, some scholars

investigated the effect of carbon trading policy on carbon

reduction in industrial enterprises. They found that it can

significantly reduce the emission (24.2%) of industrial CO2

(Zhang W. et al., 2020) and achieve 129.588 million tons of

carbon emission reduction (Fan et al., 2016) in all carbon

trading pilots. In contrast, some researchers revealed that

China’s carbon markets decreased industrial carbon

intensity by 19.8% during 2015–2020 (Zhang Y.-J. et al.,

2020). Their findings indicated that regional carbon trading

effectively reduces firm emissions, leading to a 16.7%

reduction in total emissions and a 9.7% reduction in

emission intensity (Cui et al., 2021). Due to the lack of

relevant data, we did not directly investigate the reduction

effect of carbon trading policy in the BTH region at the

industrial- or firm-level. However, our findings

demonstrated on the macro level that the carbon trading

TABLE 5 Heterogeneous effect over the years.

Variable Dep var = carbon
intensity (log) (1)

Dep var = carbon
intensity (log) (2)

Year2013#cetspost −0.0543 −0.0608**

(0.1603) (0.0245)

Year2014#cetspost −0.0998 −0.1033***

(0.1611) (0.0313)

Year2015#cetspost −0.1084 −0.0854**

(0.1630) (0.0349)

Year2016#cetspost −0.1590 −0.1173**

(0.1646) (0.0500)

Year2017#cetspost −0.2866* −0.1957***

(0.1641) (0.0429)

Year2018#cetspost −0.4384*** −0.3113***

(0.1637) (0.0512)

Controls YES YES

City fixed effect NO YES

N 156 156

Adjusted R square 0.8246 0.9696

Notes: Standard errors are clustered at the city level, with robust standard errors in

parentheses. Significant levels: ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1.
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policy in the BTH region could help enterprises in different

industrial sectors achieve carbon emission reduction.

Furthermore, we also found some differentiated market

characteristics in the BTH region. On the one hand, our

findings suggest that the carbon emission reduction effect in

Tianjin is slightly more significant than that in Beijing,

showing a reduction of 12.67 in Beijing and 15.01% in

Tianjin. This is mainly due to the different levels of other

environmental policies adopted in carbon emission

reduction. As the capital city of Beijing, it has more rich

resources and flexible mechanisms to promote enterprises’

carbon emission reduction. For example, Beijing has strictly

restricted the development of highly polluting plants,

vigorously supported the popularization of electric

vehicles, and effectively promoted green and low-carbon

technological innovation. These measures could replace

some effects of the carbon market, leading to a lower

reduction magnitude in Beijing. However, the reduction

effect of the carbon market in Beijing is still considerable,

indicating that the government should maintain supportive

policies and enrich the policy instruments for the carbon

market.

On the other hand, we found an increasing trend of

reduction effects over the years. The estimations show that

the impact of the carbon market on carbon intensity was

6.08% in 2013 but increased rapidly to 31.13% in 2018. This

implies that the carbon market in the BTH region is playing a

more significant role in reducing carbon intensity yearly and

will become a more critical reduction policy measure in the

future. With the continuous development of the carbon

market, governments will continuously improve the carbon

quota allocation, trading operations, carbon price, and other

mechanisms of the carbon market will be constantly

improved. In this context, more enterprises will join the

carbon market and promote the carbon trading volumes

and turnovers to increase. Accordingly, the carbon

intensity will continue to decrease. These findings imply

that the government must adopt more effective measures to

support the development of the carbon market and

continuously improve the trading system in terms of

carbon quota allocation, carbon price, and environmental

regulation.

6 Conclusion and policy implication

This study investigated the effect of the carbon market on

reducing carbon intensity in the BTH region of China. We

constructed a quasi-natural experiment to establish a

treatment and control group. Based on the DID model, we

found that the BTH region’s carbon market effectively

reduced carbon intensity. We also show that the carbon

trading policy would considerably reduce the effect of

14.04% in carbon intensity. Our estimations were robust

when we used a winsorization panel or established a new

control group. Furthermore, we test for heterogeneous effects.

Our findings suggest that the carbon market’s impact on

reducing carbon intensity differs across cities and shows an

increasing trend yearly.

Our findings provided insightful policy implications for

governments in China and other developing countries. We

confirmed the importance of implementing a carbon trading

system for carbon emission reduction, which requires the

Chinese government to increase support for developing the

carbon market. Local governments should formulate

differentiated schemes for carbon emission quota allocation

and trading to enhance the reliability and flexibility of carbon

markets because regional carbon trading pilots have different

characteristics. Second, we suggest supporting more firms from

different sectors to participate in the carbon market because

they are one of the major stakeholders. In particular,

governments should break barriers to inter-provincial

trading for the regional carbon trading market as soon as

possible. Enterprises among carbon trading pilots should be

encouraged to carry out transactions. Meanwhile, our study

provides some empirical references for developing countries

that have not yet implemented carbon trading policies. We

recommend that they carry out carbon trading pilot policies in

some regions, especially in the developed cities, and then

gradually introduce different sectors into the carbon

markets. Based on accumulated experience from the carbon

trading pilots, it would be appropriate to establish a national

carbon market and form a comprehensive carbon trading

system.

Although we have provided a comprehensive evaluation

of the BTH region’s carbon market, some limitations still

exist. One is that the carbon market is a systematic

environmental instrument that includes carbon quota

allocation, carbon price, carbon trading mechanism, and

environmental impact. However, our study only focuses on

identifying the carbon reduction effect and examining the

potential differences among cities over the years. The other is

that due to the lack of micro enterprise-level data, we cannot

investigate the enterprises’ behavioral changes and their

decision-making results when they are involved in the

carbon trading process. Therefore, our future study will

focus on two aspects. First, we expect to observe more

changes in firm behavior as data becomes available. The

firm-level research can help us identify the micro

mechanism through which carbon markets affect

individual decision-making and behavior adjustment and

then analyze how to achieve carbon emission reduction

targets. Second, we hope to investigate the potential

mechanism of carbon markets promoting green technology

innovation, resulting in a significant reduction in carbon

intensity.
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